Dear Sir,

In answer to your's of yesterday, can only at present inform you that so far as I have examined the papers left by Stuart I find nothing relative to your Father's private Boedel, but hear that the papers are yet in the hands of Mr. De Bye for the purpose of making them in order which I think probable - For the confidence you have placed in me in recommending me to your friends for the purpose you mention please to accept my most grateful acknowledgments, while at the same time being well aware that attorneyships often times produce more Enemies than friends I should feel myself committing an act of ingratitude towards your worthy Father as well as yourself were I to refuse should they give me charge of their concerns here - Mr. Thym has written to your Uncle Hayward and Wylde and others perhaps Soliciting new powers - Stuart's Executors will act until new powers do arrive.

I am Dr. Sir,

Yrs. truly,

Thomas Trash.